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Abstract: This case study illuminates contextual factors related to the tutor experience when senior students served as tutors for sophomore students in a problem-based learning (PBL) course in a baccalaureate dental hygiene program. Data were collected using various sources and methods. Tutors and administrators were interviewed, those tutored completed an anonymous questionnaire, the tutorial process and tutor training sessions were observed, and related documents were examined. Data analysis included open and axial coding, creation of tutor profiles, and identification of patterns. Tutor training included experiencing the PBL student role, attending class, and weekly seminar sessions facilitated by a tutor supervisor. Analysis revealed that tutor behaviors could be distinguished by the nature of intended actions (e.g., telling, asking, clarifying, acknowledging), emphasis of comments (process, content, social), and facilitation style (directive, suggestive, empowering). Patterns in tutor behavior and attitudes emerged related to comfort or growth and persistence or lenience. Differences in tutor understanding and perception of their role and the purpose of PBL appeared to influence the role the tutor assumed. Other factors that influenced tutor behavior included tutor intentions, tutor training, and environmental factors (e.g., time). The study, incorporating Fishbein’s integrative model, suggests points of influence on tutor behaviors.
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tor of the collaborative learning process rather than a content expert or dispenser of knowledge. Studies have identified tutor tasks including directing the learning process, encouraging elaboration and integration of knowledge, balancing student direction with assistance, contributing knowledge and experience, creating a pleasant learning environment, stimulating critical evaluation of ideas, modeling self-evaluation, and stimulating individual accountability. Schmidt and Moust identified desirable tutor behaviors as challenging students to clarify their own ideas and encouraging them to elaborate on subject matter, question their ideas, look for inconsistencies, and consider alternatives.

The PBL tutor role includes helping students with necessary structure, practice, and feedback to encourage movement from novice learner behavior to what psychologists refer to as expert reasoning. One important skill required of tutors is scaffolding, which involves simplifying the learner’s role through gradually diminishing interventions of the tutor. Scaffolding also involves obtaining the students’ interest in the task, breaking the task into manageable steps, maintaining motivation for pursuit of the goal, pointing out discrepancies when students’ solutions or processes are not ideal, controlling frustration, and modeling ideal behavior. Tutors provide support by asking appropriate questions, cuing, and providing metacognitive support or structure needed to reach higher levels of thinking, thus the term “scaffolding.” Because receiving too little, or too much, guidance can adversely affect learning, assistance is provided only when needed and takes the form of modeling, feedback, instructing, questioning, and cognitive structuring.

Effective tutoring is a challenge to implement. Studies have found that tutors sometimes resort to traditional information dissemination when they experience difficulties in the group, listing learning issues for the students, providing resources, and even lecturing. Studies also show that facilitators are more apt to provide explanations, simplify concepts, and make connections for students than to empower students to do these things themselves. For many tutors it is easier to give answers than to ask questions and direct students to information sources. These tutor behaviors go against intended PBL theory and deprive the group of situations that result in elaboration, activation of prior knowledge, and development of self-directed learning skills.

Few studies have looked at actual tutor behaviors and processes. Most studies of PBL tutors focus on what facilitators ought to do rather than on what they actually do or why they do it. One exception is a study by Hmelo-Silver and Barrows of an expert PBL tutor in a medical program. That study revealed tutor goals of helping students construct causal explanation, reason effectively, and become self-directed learners. Effective tutor strategies included use of open-ended and metacognitive questioning, pushing for explanation, reiterating, summarizing, generating and evaluating hypotheses, mapping symptoms to hypotheses, checking for consensus, creating learning issues, and encouraging construction of visual representations.

Study Context

The baccalaureate dental hygiene program at Northern Arizona University (NAU DH) introduced PBL to develop students’ ability to work in teams, improve thinking, and develop lifelong learning skills. This program awards a baccalaureate degree in dental hygiene after one year of prerequisite courses (e.g., biology, anatomy, physiology, chemistry, microbiology, nutrition, pathology, statistics, psychology, sociology, and English) and three years of liberal studies and dental hygiene didactic and clinical coursework (e.g., dental anatomy, oral histology, head and neck anatomy, oral radiology, pharmacology, periodontics, pain management, research, public health, oral medicine, dental materials, career management, oral health outcomes, professional seminar, and clinical dental hygiene). Within the three years of dental hygiene coursework are two one-credit hour professional seminar courses, which utilize PBL. One occurs early (sophomore year); the other occurs late (senior year). At the time of this case study, the senior PBL seminar met face-to-face once a week for two hours with an additional hour allocated for work outside of class. The sophomore PBL course consisted of a six-week orientation to problem-solving, self-directed learning, and working in groups. During this orientation period, students learned a problem-solving model, practiced solving problems, used visual tools (such as concept maps and fishbone diagrams) to clarify relationships between ideas, made decisions using consensus, set goals, conducted self-assessment, provided and received peer feedback, and learned guidelines for performing roles in groups. After the orientation, the sophomores solved problems in groups using these processes.

The NAU DH PBL model was fashioned after, and is well aligned in many ways with the Barrows
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model, also described in Barrows and Neo. The steps in the NAU problem-solving model coordinate well with that recommended process. Problems utilized in both models are authentic, ill-structured problems that do not have single correct answers; that is, reasonable persons could draw varying conclusions. Self-directed learning is emphasized in both models with students identifying their learning goals and completing necessary research to learn the material and develop and analyze solutions.

There are also differences between the NAU DH model and the Barrows model, including the emphasis of the curriculum, specific nature of the problems, schedule, scope of practice, type of student, and nature of tutor. The Barrows model concentrates on problems related to diagnosis and treatment of specific medical conditions; the NAU DH model uses a variety of problems including some related to diagnosis and treatment of oral conditions and others related to political decisions or ethical dilemmas. The Barrows model recommends that PBL groups have the freedom to schedule meeting time according to their needs; the NAU DH model provides for a set and limited tutorial time. The Barrows model recommends that PBL extend throughout the curriculum; the NAU DH model is two single courses within a curriculum that primarily uses more traditional approaches to education. The Barrows model uses PBL with graduate level medical students; the NAU DH program uses PBL with undergraduate dental hygiene students. One final important difference involves the tutor. In both models the tutor serves as a facilitator rather than content expert; however, Barrows uses faculty tutors and NAU DH uses student tutors.

Student Tutors

Although most dental and dental hygiene programs are accustomed to the low faculty-to-student ratio required to learn clinical skills, they often perceive the very low ratio required by PBL (one tutor to six students) as an expendable extravagance. Programs acknowledge faculty recruitment issues and often use groups larger than the ideal size for PBL. Some programs have experimented with tutor-less groups or the use of student peer tutors.

The NAU DH program obtained grant resources that initially provided financing for faculty tutors for PBL. Subsequent scarcity of funding and limited faculty resources, combined with the potential for improving the student experience, led the department to examine the possibility of using students as tutors.

Several studies have compared the use of student and faculty PBL tutors, with mixed results depending on the criteria for evaluation. De Grave et al. found no difference in test achievement scores for groups tutored by students and faculty; however, students found faculty-led tutorials more pleasant. Although there is not much evidence supporting the use of peer tutors compared to faculty tutors in PBL groups, neither is there much evidence against their use. A study by Solomon and Crowe found that peer tutors struggled with facilitation skills and had difficulty separating the student and tutor roles. The students enjoyed the tutor role even though they struggled with skills such as asking relevant questions and judging when to be directive and intervene. Steele et al. found no difference between faculty and peer tutors with respect to student perceptions of group process and student performance on knowledge-based examinations. The focus groups in that study revealed that students in peer-facilitated groups took shortcuts in the process that may have undermined the goals of PBL. For example, some peer tutors distributed learning objectives before the case rather than at the end as a check of self-directed learning skill. Peer-led groups divided learning issues among members and limited discussion and elaboration. These deviations from intended PBL theory were seen by some students as positive in that they made the tutorials more efficient.

A theoretical model of tutor behaviors and their relationship with other elements of PBL suggests that PBL tutoring requires the use of expertise (possession of a suitable knowledge base); cognitive congruence (skill to express oneself in a language understood by students); and social congruence (willingness to become involved with students in an authentic way). De Grave et al. suggested that faculty and students might experience cognitive incongruence whereas students and student tutors might experience cognitive congruence. Because novices (i.e., students and student tutors) have different cognitive structures than experts (i.e., faculty tutors), student tutors might be better able to understand student problems, assess prior knowledge, and explain concepts using language and examples students understand better than those faculty tutors might use.

There has been ongoing debate about the relative importance of content and facilitation expertise for PBL tutors. Barrows and Tamblyn suggested...
that as long as one is a good tutor, he or she can successfully tutor in any area. Schmidt et al. found that process facilitation skills affected achievement and that non-expert tutors were less likely to emphasize detail and more likely to see things from the viewpoint of the students (cognitive congruence). Others suggest that expert tutors detract from students’ self-directed learning by teaching or lecturing about their areas of expertise and dominating the group rather than facilitating self-direction and collaborative learning.

Vygotsky and Piaget both recognized the importance of social interaction in learning but differed with respect to the basic nature and ideal situation for social learning. Piaget, according to Rogoff, emphasized the importance of collaboration with an “equal” partner because unequal power relations prevent discussion and cooperation necessary for the “true socialization of the intelligence” (p. 147). Vygotsky, on the other hand, also according to Rogoff, believed in the importance of a “more capable” partner, someone with more skill and understanding who could stretch the other partner within his or her zone of proximal development, the zone width indicating the potential for new learning. Vygotsky and Cole defined the zone of proximal development (ZPD) as “the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem-solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem-solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (p. 86).

Senior students may be in a good situation to serve as tutors for sophomore students—able to serve as both the more expert peer Vygotsky proposed as essential and the equal peer Piaget proposed as necessary for true collaboration. Topping has argued that peer tutoring can allow both the conflict and challenge necessary, according to Piaget, to loosen blockages from old myths and false beliefs, as well as the support and scaffolding from a more competent peer necessary, according to Vygotsky, for movement within the ZPD.

Senior students are likely to have more content knowledge and skill as well as a broader vision of the important features of the learning situation than sophomore students. Yet senior students may also be in a better position than faculty members to serve in the capacity of a peer, allowing freer discussion than might occur with a faculty tutor. Senior students may be better able to adjust their communication for understanding and may be more likely to share common values, experience, and frame of reference with sophomore students, factors that allow for discussion less restricted by power differentials. Student tutors may also have an easier time than faculty tutors finding effective ways to achieve “shared thinking” to stretch less skilled sophomores (p. 39). The purpose of our study was to examine the student tutor experience and explain how students function in the tutor role when senior dental hygiene students served as tutors for beginning students in a one-semester, two-hour PBL course.

Methods

The research methods of our study included interviews, written questionnaires, observations, and document review. The study was informed by interviews of all students serving as tutors (n=6) during a one-semester PBL course. Tutor interviews concentrated primarily on the tutoring experience including details such as how they decided to become a tutor, how they prepared, what they did in tutorials, and details of their experience. The study was also informed by interviews of three administrators: the NAU DH program chair, the PBL course designer, and the student tutor supervisor. Administrators were asked about tutor selection, tutor preparation, and their perception of the tutor role in general. Sophomore students provided their perspectives on the tutor role on an anonymous (coded only by tutorial group) written questionnaire with primarily open-ended questions. Tutees were asked things such as what their tutors did during tutorials, what they wished their tutors would do more of and less of, how feedback was provided in the group, and what feedback their tutor provided to them. Normal course products such as journal entries, training materials, and evaluation forms also contributed data. Documents from both tutors and students were examined. Another important data source was observation of student-tutored PBL sessions using videotape and audiotape. Analyzed segments of tutorials amounted to about five hours of observation for each tutor. Analyzed segments of tutor training sessions totaled about ten hours. The primary researcher completed all transcription, checked transcriptions for accuracy, and conducted the analysis.

Transcripts of interviews, tutor meetings, and tutorial sessions were analyzed using a combination of open and axial coding accomplished with the assistance of Provalis Research’s QDA Miner Qualitative Data Analysis Software (version 3.0.1).
Initially, categories, properties, and dimensions were generated through open coding to categorize patterns that emerged from the tutor experience rather than forcing data into preconceived categories. The use of QDA Miner software facilitated the search for patterns. For example, with this software it was possible to count the number of times a particular code occurred by tutor and/or by tutorial week and to access all instances of a particular code. A search could be conducted for codes by data source; for example, it was easy to see what tutees, the tutor supervisor, or tutorial observation revealed for a particular code. The software allowed for an examination of relationships between categories and subcategories working back and forth between the data and the classification system in an attempt to verify internal and external homogeneity (i.e., sameness within categories; difference between categories), emergence of regularities and examination of deviant cases, and meaningfulness of categories.

As patterns emerged, the researcher returned to the data to further elucidate findings. Review of tutorials, tutor interviews, and journals resulted in the construction of tutor profiles. Individual case and cross-case analysis of all six tutors helped connect threads within and between various tutor experiences, identify patterns, consistencies, and differences, and provide meaning.

The primary researcher was experienced in research methods, including ethnographic research methods and qualitative interviewing. Bias inevitably, though not intentionally, was introduced into the study related to the researcher’s familiarity with the literature on PBL and tutoring, her experience as a dental hygienist, her involvement in design of the PBL curriculum, and her hopes as a passionate believer in PBL. Her insider position facilitated access and also influenced the questions asked and answers received. Her position and experience also enabled understanding of the tutor role as it related to PBL theory, processes and strategies taught in the PBL course, and demands of the dental hygiene profession. Although some might consider this knowledge of PBL and tutoring to be a plus for this study, others may see it as a weakness. For this reason, tactics were used to ensure validity, including the use of external reviewers and interviewers.

Techniques used to improve validity included collection of data using a variety of methods and multiple sources, use of an interview protocol, pilot and field testing of instruments, interviewers representing internal and external perspectives, review of preliminary findings by the participants (focused group interview), and examination of data by external reviewers. The use of an external interviewer helped ensure results were not simply due to researcher bias or to tutor perceptions of the primary researcher’s position being one of power (as instructor in the NAU DH program). The primary researcher conducted four of the tutor interviews. Two of the tutor interviews and all of the administrator interviews were conducted by an experienced interviewer who had no vested interest in the PBL program. The value of using an external interviewer became clear as participants explained more of the concepts that were assumed understood when the primary researcher asked the same questions. The external interviewer could also ask innocently for more explanation. The use of an outside interviewer helped improve the trustworthiness of the information collected.

Secondary analyses and interpretations were also solicited to help ensure that results were not simply due to researcher bias. Three external reviewers, without knowledge or a vested interest in the NAU DH PBL program, were enlisted to provide an outsider perspective. The external reviewers had completed coursework in qualitative data analysis and were familiar with methods and purposes of coding procedures.

Another method used to improve trustworthiness and credibility was to check with participants to see if they affirmed the validity of the report and if they recognized their contribution. After initial data analysis but prior to final analysis and report writing, tutors were given a chance to respond to preliminary patterns that had emerged at a focused group interview. Following a presentation, tutors were invited to react to the findings. The tutors were asked to contrast researcher findings with their perception of the tutor role and experience and to identify any discrepancies between the preliminary analysis and their perception. Discrepancies identified enabled the researcher to return to the data applying new insight to a final analysis.

Results

Tutor Selection and Training

Six senior students were interested and all were selected for the tutor role. Tutor ages ranged from twenty-one to twenty-eight. All were female; two were Hispanic and four were Caucasian. Tutor
preparation began when students experienced PBL as a student during their sophomore year. They received limited coaching in expected behaviors and then learned on the job, facilitating tutorials as they simultaneously learned about the tutor role. During training, tutors were encouraged to wait before intervening, to ask questions rather than give answers, to ask deep rather than surface questions, to emphasize learning of process over content, to facilitate and provide positive and constructive feedback, and to empower the group rather than be directive. Tutors met with a supervisor for an hour each week after conducting tutorial sessions.

Each tutor worked with a group of five or six sophomore students throughout the semester. Tutors appeared to have enough knowledge on most topics and a sufficient amount of process knowledge (e.g., problem-solving, self-directed learning, group facilitation) to facilitate tutorials. Homework assignments (e.g., writing questions, extracting pros and cons from articles) helped tutors prepare for their role. Primarily, tutor training provided a forum for communication and mutual support among tutors as they shared problems and ideas.

**Tutorial Sessions**

The tutor role is complex and varied. Papinczak et al.\(^4\) likened it to that of a symphony conductor. Just as each conductor would direct an orchestra differently, each tutor in this study introduced her own style and expectations into the way she conducted tutorial sessions. Tutors were given some guidance but allowed much freedom to accomplish course goals as they wished. This was illustrated in a small way the week after spring break (week 8) when each tutor commenced in a different fashion. Connie (all names are pseudonyms) provided a summary for her group; Amy asked for a volunteer to summarize; and Sharon let her group decide which tool they could use to summarize (they chose the fishbone chart to diagram the main concepts and connections within the problem). Another tutor was asked by the group; Amy asked for a volunteer to summarize; and Sharon let her group decide which tool they could use to summarize (they chose the fishbone chart to diagram the main concepts and connections within the problem). Another tutor was asked by the group.

Findings from this study have been helpful in describing what tutors do, including variation in tutor actions, which can be understood according to three levels of variation: type of intervention (i.e., tutor utterance), emphasis, and facilitation style. During the observed tutorial sessions, tutor interventions averaged approximately one per minute (1.06; with 1,677 interventions observed during 1,582 minutes). Most tutor interventions (47 percent) were statements intended to provide information (e.g., “a hypothesis is your best educated guess”), offer feedback (e.g., “you bring up good points”), or give directions (e.g., “you might want to find more”). Thirty-three percent of tutor interventions were questions. Most questions were surface in nature (72 percent), requiring thinking at the level of Bloom’s\(^44\) “knowledge” or “recall” or Guilford’s\(^45\) “cognition” or “memory” (e.g., “how many times do you take Zypa a day?”). Fewer questions were deep (28 percent; e.g., “what do you think the real problem is?”). Tutors also intervened by acknowledging (14 percent; e.g., “uh huh”) and confirming or clarifying (4 percent; e.g., “is that what you mean?”). A few interventions (<2 percent) were inaudible or mere fillers (e.g., “um”) and were not coded.

In addition to type, tutor interventions that were statements or questions were also classified by emphasis, considering whether the interventions focused on process, content, or social interaction. Most interventions emphasized processes (62 percent), including problem-solving, feedback, roles, tools, and groups in general (e.g., “Do you guys know where to go from here?”); “Does anyone want to summarize?”; “If I was the recorder I would write the learning issues on the board”; “Do we have a consensus?”; “How do you guys want to do feedback?”).

A considerable number of interventions emphasized content (35 percent). Content emphasis included interventions related to subject matter (e.g., “your primary physician is to your general health as your general dentist is to your general oral health”). When questions about what students knew appeared to be more about identification of learning issues, they were classified as process (e.g., “what would you want to know about describing lesions?”); when they appeared to be about specific content, they were classified as content (e.g., “do you know what ipsilateral means?”).

Very few interventions were social (3 percent) in nature. Interventions classified as having a social emphasis included those unrelated to the PBL course such as comments about other courses (e.g., “anesthesia was the hardest class” or “you’ll learn about that in pathology”), program requirements or examinations (e.g., “I’ve been studying for boards this week and it
just seems like, ‘I learned all that?“”), snacks (e.g., “it’s spicy”), and miscellaneous topics (e.g., “guys that are kinda like arm candy”).

The concept of style was also employed to understand tutor interventions. When requesting or encouraging students to act, tutor facilitation style was classified as directive (31 percent), suggestive (52 percent), or empowering (17 percent). In a directive intervention, tutors told students what to do (e.g., “look up this”), controlled the process without giving options (e.g., “let’s just do the questions”), and managed things students might have managed (e.g., “that’s another issue to look into”). A suggestive intervention proposed a single direction but used softer language or left the decision somewhat open (e.g., “we could do it this way”) or suggested potential resources or learning issues (e.g., “do you think that should be a learning issue?”). An intervention was seen as empowering when a tutor encouraged students to make decisions (e.g., “do you know what to do next?”), asked open-ended questions (e.g., “how do you want to do it?”), offered more than one option (e.g., “you can tackle this by doing the steps first or by answering the questions first”), or let students themselves manage their learning (e.g., “do you have any other learning issues?”).

Tutors used content knowledge to direct, guide, and encourage student learning of content (e.g., types of screening tools for oral cancer) by giving information, sharing opinions and personal experience, asking questions, answering questions, determining how tutorial time should be spent, and providing feedback. Tutors also used their knowledge to help focus learning issues, lead discussion on the quality of sources, and make connections in formulating hypotheses. Tutors used their knowledge of process to direct, guide, and encourage procedures and to help students develop skill in problem-solving, group function, and self-directed learning. Tutors used their knowledge of learning processes: the PBL process (e.g., problem-solving or thinking tools such as concept maps), self-directed learning (e.g., learning issues), and group facilitation (e.g., roles or consensus decision making). Tutors also used knowledge to facilitate social interaction and relationship building as well as orientation to the program and the profession. Tutors helped change some students’ tendency to race to a solution by asking questions and slowing the problem-solving process, encouraging exploration and learning along the way. Most tutors facilitated the processes that are theoretically important for PBL to improve learning.

Patterns: Tutor Behavior and Perceptions of Role and Purpose

Patterns emerged during data analysis related to comfort or growth and persistence or lenience. Some tutors reported they wished to work in comfortable and familiar ways; others supported stretching the boundaries. For example, Connie remarked that comfort was needed for growth; other tutors felt discomfort, or stretching the comfort zone, would lead to growth. The tutors who were most vocal about valuing comfort were also most lenient, or least persistent, about students learning the problem-solving process, using scaffolding tools, roles, and giving constructive feedback. In her interview, Connie said it was typical of her to “let [it] slide” after asking questions of quiet students failed to get them involved. She admitted that she did not enjoy having others seem uneasy, and for that reason she often left the uncomfortable unspoken.

The tutors who felt stretching the students’ comfort zone led to growth were more likely to focus on process and to be firm, or persistent, about things such as roles, using the problem-solving process, scaffolding tools, and constructive feedback. When Amy’s group failed to make a decision, she was persistent, asking repeatedly, “But what will you do today?”. In one problem scenario, Amy actually prompted the group five times to make a decision about what they would do (type of screening tool), which finally resulted in productive discussion. When Amy’s group was initially not ready for feedback, she persisted by suggesting an alternative method and emphasized that they should be prepared to give feedback the following week.

Feedback caused the most discomfort among both students and tutors. All groups participated in feedback sessions; however, for most groups this consisted primarily of positive feedback. All tutors acknowledged the importance of feedback but few persisted enough to overcome the resistance, fear, or discomfort that initially surrounded the sessions. When asked for an example of individual feedback they received from their tutor, 36 percent of tutees indicated they had not received any. All tutors provided general, positive feedback to their groups. Only one tutor regularly provided specific, positive, and constructive feedback to individual students.

Most feedback provided by tutors was directed towards the group as a whole and was general and positive in nature (e.g., “awesome” or “good job today”). Some tutors gave more specific feedback
Influences on Tutor Behavior

Findings from this study help increase understanding of contextual factors that contribute to differences in how tutors manage their role and help illuminate why students function as they do in the tutor role and how differences in tutor understanding and conceptualization of the purposes of PBL impact what tutors do.

One way to interpret the data in this case study is that tutor behavior might be greatly influenced by the tutor’s personal philosophy and beliefs about the purpose and value of their role and PBL. Even though the purpose of PBL was discussed in early tutor training sessions, when asked directly what the purpose of PBL was, only two of six tutors indicated a purpose that was in line with the program’s intended purpose. One said the purpose of PBL was “to help students with their problem-solving skills . . . [to] be able to analyze the situation or problem on their own and come to conclusions and decisions that are based on facts and evidence that are sound”; another said, “It gives them a chance to regulate their own learning, to think feedback was important. Those who felt it was uncomfortable were least likely to persistently expect students to provide constructive feedback and were least likely to provide feedback as a tutor. On an anonymous questionnaire, tutees reported that they wished their tutor had provided more feedback.

How did tutors’ perceptions of the purpose of PBL relate to their desire to preserve the status quo and/or desire to stretch the comfort zone for growth? In this case there were patterns related to tutor perceptions of the purpose of PBL and their emphasis, tutoring style, and level of persistence. Tutors were asked about their perspective of the purpose of PBL and the PBL tutor. Their responses indicated wide variation in these purposes.

For example, Connie said: “I’m a very content-focused tutor. I want to make sure they understand what credible information and resources are.” Connie had a directive, content-focused, lenient style that supported dependence on the tutor and maintenance of the status quo. She saw the purpose of PBL as primarily to learn content. Connie felt the most important thing she did, as a tutor, was direct student focus on appropriate content so they did not go off on unimportant or unrelated tangents. She helped the group identify and prioritize learning issues. When she described what her group did during a typical day, she focused on learning issues and “teaches.”

Amy, and other tutors with more empowering, process-focused, persistent styles, had different ideas about the purpose of PBL. They saw the purpose as individual growth and development of skills needed for the future such as self-directed learning. Amy said sometimes she had to explain her tutor role to students, saying, “I’m not there to be your reference guide. I’m there to help you guys if you get stuck. I’m there to help you learn the process. I’m there to be a model.”

Sharon acknowledged that she was hoping to create an environment in which students “feel they can talk openly, speak their mind, and contribute and discuss new ideas and thoughts. I also would like them to learn and value the different steps in the PBL process, see their importance and how you can utilize them in everyday life and in work. I also would like to get to the point where they can function as a group within the PBL process without needing my help at all.” She described her role as initially guiding the students and then fading. Guiding consisted of asking probing questions to “provoke deeper thought like if someone said ‘oh we need to get rid of the plaque because it’s bad’ then I might ask ‘why is it bad? what does it do that makes it bad?’” and that would make them go into microbiology and what that does to your tissue instead of just saying it’s bad.’” Sharon said it was important for tutors to give students “that pause,” that time to think and decide on their own what to do next instead of guiding them.
to exercise an empowering style, be persistent, and encourage processes that would move students from their comfort with the status quo.

The Fishbein integrative model (IM) of behavior prediction became a theoretical framework to explain influences on tutor behaviors in this case. Though designed to explain health-related behaviors and target effective communication in encouraging positive behaviors, the elements of the model illuminate tutor behavior. According to Fishbein’s model, individuals are more likely to perform a behavior when they intend to, they have the necessary skills and abilities, and no environmental constraints prevent it. If a tutor believes performing the behavior will lead to positive outcomes, she will have a more favorable opinion towards it (i.e., attitude). If a tutor believes that other tutors are performing the behavior or that others think she should perform the behaviors (i.e., norms) and that she has the necessary skills and abilities to perform the behavior (i.e., self-efficacy), there is a greater chance she will perform the behavior. This model explains some of the variance in tutor behaviors observed in our study.

This model helps explain how it was possible for tutors to learn skills and improve their abilities without necessarily demonstrating the behaviors. For example, it can help explain why Amy’s behavior became more directive during weeks 7 and 9 (see Figure 1). Amy indicated in interviews that she intended to be less directive or more empowering, believed it was best if she talked less, and understood she was expected by others to intervene less; however, environmental factors (time pressures) prevented her from performing the intended behavior (see Figure 2 for the model applied to a change in tutor behavior).

In addition to helping understand tutor behaviors, Fishbein’s model also has implications for tutor training. It can help educators understand where to focus their attention in order to achieve desired tutor behaviors. The model reinforces many of the things that occurred in the tutor training in this case. The model suggests that a tutor's intentions may be influenced by hearing other tutors talk in the tutor meetings or by expectations of the tutor supervisor or tutees. For example, Connie mentioned that hearing other tutors talk about high-functioning groups

![Figure 1. Directive interventions per minute by week for three tutors in the study](image-url)
made her reconsider her expectations for her group. The model also suggests that a tutor’s intentions may be influenced by the perception of his or her ability to perform particular behaviors. This reinforces the importance of feedback and time spent in tutor meetings practicing behaviors such as converting statements from directive to empowering, emphasis from content to process, and questions from surface to deep. Practice can help improve self-efficacy and skills and abilities, which the model suggests should improve the chance of the desired behaviors occurring. The model also suggests changes that should occur in the program, such as removal of external time pressures.

The IM model can also inform tutor selection. According to Fishbein’s model, tutors who understand and value the underlying theory and purpose of PBL and believe that PBL outcomes are valuable will be more likely to exhibit desired tutor behaviors. Tutors are faced with many decisions: talk or be silent, ask or tell, content or process, direct or empower, leniency or persistence, comfort or growth, dependence or independence, and intervene or fade. They must decide to focus on individual voices and roles or on group function as a whole; to invite conflict of ideas, diversity, and individuality or emphasize unity and consensus; to dissuade dominant members or persuade reticent ones; to model roles or prompt roles; and to let students go off track or bring them back on track.

The intended purpose of PBL in the NAU DH program can perhaps be best achieved through a combination of tutor selection (attitude, beliefs) and tutor training (skills, norms). For example, if the tutor understands that the goal is to encourage learning of process and thinking rather than to learn content and race to the answer, she may place more emphasis on asking than telling and may determine what is on or off track differently.

This study revealed that tutors who saw the purpose of PBL as growth and learning process had different outcomes than those who saw the purpose as learning content. The case study demonstrates the importance of selection of tutors who understand the purpose of PBL and points of leverage in training tutors.
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